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TWO PROSTITUTES AND THEIR PIMP 

In a recent case in the Netherlands a pirnp was accused of molesting two 
of hls prostitutes and also of raping one of them.1 Although the pollee 
knew of the violent character of the pimp, the case confronted them with 
a problem: the prostitutes had also accused the pimp of forcing them to 
sell their bodies, but after the pirnp was arrested both continued to work 
in that trade. Were they just making their whole story up or was it typical 
for women whohad been forced into prostitution to continue in the trade 
even after the force has been removed? To answer these questions, the 
pollee called in a psychoiogist the day before the case was scheduled for 
trial in the district court. 

The prosecution chose thls psychoiogist because she had clone some 
research on prostitutes. She read the pollee reports of the prostitutes' 
statements, and spoke to each of them for an hour. The following day she 
testified in court on the results of her short investigation. First, she told 

1 In the Dutch legal system, anonymity of all parlidpants is a highly valued asset. TI1erefore, 
we refrain from supplying citations of cases, except from Supreme Court decisions. 
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that she recognized the pattem of behavior of both girls-they were quite 
young prostitutes-from her studies of prostitute behavior: "The story 
they told tallied with the behavior of pimps I encountered befare ... I was 
not surprised by the things I heard and read."2 Second, she told the court 
that the girls were speaking the truth: "They did not hesitate and were 
very consistent during our conversation. Their statements were also syn
onymous ... I have encountered very few deceitful statements in my 
research of prostitutes ... I neither had the impression that the things that 
happened were exaggerated ... From their consistency, I conduded that it 
is true what the ladies have told." 

A statement such as the one by this psychoiogist is quite common in 
the Dutch legal system, though generally barred in the American system. 
Nevertheless, it is deplorable by any standard, legal or psychological. We 
return to that later. 

In The Netherlands psychologists routinely are called upon--either 
by the investigative judge, the prosecution, t.he defense, or the court-to 
testify on a number of subjects. Among the most common subjects are tes
timony conceming the sanity or insanity of the accused during the course 
of the crime, a task typically performed by clinical psychologists of whom 
most are employed by govemment agencies; and the usefuJness of wit
ness statements or, to a lesser extent, statements made by the suspect. 

This chapter deals with how Dutch courts use psychologists who tes
tify on the matters noted above, as wellas other subject matters, and com
pares the legal procedures and testimonial content to what is done in the 
United States after Daubert (Daubert v. Merreil Dow Pharmaceuticals Inc., 
1993). Our condusion will be that neither an ad versarial nor an inquisito
rial system has adequate provisions for excluding bad psychological 
expert evidence. A partial salution we will propose at the end of this 
paper is that standards should be set for the content of expert testimony. 

EVIDENCE FOR COURTS AND JURIES 

Dutch and American courts treat the use--as wellas the admissibility
of expert evidence in crimina! cases3 quite differently. In the United States 
the model of handling evidence is based on a jury trial, in which the jury 
weighs the evidence admitted by the judge, who serves as gatekeeper. 
The judge deddes whether evidence can be admitted and offered to the 

2These and all following quotes are translated from Dutch. 
3 We leave comparison for dvil and administrative cases to others (see for instanee van 
Kampen & Nijboer, 1997). 
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fact finder for evaluation. This has led to a focus on the issue of adm.issi
bility and the development of rules and an extensive case law goveming 
the admissibility of expert evidence. 

In the Netherlands the court4 functions both as gatekeeper and as 
decision maker (for a comparison, see van Kampen, 1998). In such a sys
tem, there is no reason-indeed, it would be silly-to have the same indi
viduals fust decide on the admissibility of evidence and then evaluate the 
evidence. There is no jury that has to be protected from bad or unsound 
evidence by a judge; the court itself feels smart enough to evaluate all evi
dence. This moves decisions on evidence from adm.issibility rules to rules 
of decision-making. 

Anglo-American judges also believe themselves to besmarter than 
jurors, and part of the received wisdom of evidence doctrine in North 
America is that, were there no jurors, there would be few rules of evi
dence. The question that naturally arises is whether judges really are able 
to perfarm cognitive feats that jurors cannot, such as disregarding 
impraper evidence. The few studies that have directly compared judges 
in the U.S. to jurors on this issue have found judges to make the same mis
takes that jurors do (e.g., Landsman & Rakos, 1994). If these few studies 
accurately reflect the general phenomenon, then dividing the responsibil
ity for admitting evidence from the responsibility for deciding the case 
would appear to be a wise strategy, whether the distribution of decision
making responsibility is between judge and jury or between two judges. 

In the Netherlands there are hardly any rules conceming adm.issibil
ity of evidence. One would expect that the American admissibility rules 
would be substituted in the Netherlands with rules on how the court then 
should use the evidence in its decision-making. These rules, however, are 
very limited. Simply put, the court can convict a suspect if it is convineed 
that the suspect is guilty. That resembles the French system, where the 
judge has to have a conviction intime of the guilt of the suspect. In addition, 
Dutch courts have to base their conviction on so-called legal evidence. 
What is considered legal evidence is enumerated in the Code of Criminal 
Procedure: (1) Own observation of the judge; (2) Statements made by the 
suspect; (3) Witness statements; (4) Expert statements; (5) documents (art. 
339 ff.). There is one exception: facts that are generally known do not 
require proof. 

That is a meager set of rules indeed. One would expect that through 
precedents, these simple rules would have been supplemented, but, until 

4 The court in more serious and difficult cases consist of three judges at the district court level 
and of three justices at the appellate court level. At the Supreme Court-a Court of 
Cassation-cases are decided by a panel of five justices. 
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recently, that has nat happened. That is a consequence of how the Dutch legal 
system is organized and how the Dutch Supreme Court (Court of Cassation) 
interprets its task. In the Netherlands most crimes are dealt with by the 
district courts. After every decision, bath the prosecution and the defense 
have the right to appeal to the appellate court. The appellate court decides 
the case de novo on the basis of the dossier compiled and considered by the 
trial judge. After the decision of the appellate court, bath parties can appeal 
to the Supreme Court, but that is a cassation court, which decides only on 
matters of law and the application of law by the lower courts. The Supreme 
Court tends to leave matters of fact to the inferior courts. Appeals to the 
Supreme Court on how evidence is handled and what kinds of evidence 
are accepted by the lower courts are routinely rejected by the Supreme Court. 

THE STANDARDS FOR EXPERT WITNESSES 

But times are changing. Recently, the Dutch Supreme Court set stan
dards for the testimony of expert witnesses. Under Dutch law that is quite 
novel, since the decisions about the facts are almast completely left to the 
inferior-district and appellate-courts (van Kampen, 1998, Chapter 4; 
Nijboer, 1992). In 1989 the Supreme Court ruled in a case in which an 
expert witness used the anatomically correct dolis-test to assess the verac
ity of a statement made by a minor in a sexual abuse case. The Court 
decided that if the defense seriously contests the methad used by the 
expert, the court should explain explicitly why it still uses the expert's 
apinion as evidence (See HR 28 February 1989, NJ 1989, 748, anatomisch 
correct poppen; anatomically correct dolls). 

In the beginning of 1998, the Dutch Supreme Court expanded this deci
sion by reversing an appellate court decision in a case in which an orthope
die shoemaker had given an expert apinion on identification by means of 
shoe traces. The Supreme Court ruled that upon a challenge of this evi
dence by the accused, the appellate court should have investigated 
(1) whether the expert also was an expertonshoe traces; (2) if so, which 
methods were used to reach the opinion; (3) why the expert considers this 
methad reliable enough; and (4) to what extend the expert is able to use this 
methad competently (See HR 27 January 1998, NJ 1998, 404, Schoenmaleer 
blijf bij je leest; Slweprints). These guidelines may seem meager to the Anglo
Saxon lawyer but they are profoundly new to Dutch criminal procedure. 

All of these developments are happening under the influence of the 
European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) in Strasbourg. ECHR decisions 
are binding for national courts. Decisions by the ECHR are gradually 
causing the return of witnesses to the courts. Same 15 years ago, courts 
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decided almost all cases on written documents. Witnesses played a role, but 
only in the form of their statements as recorded by the pollee or by the 
judge-commissioner (juge d'instroction). Typically, expert witnesses 
appeared in court in the form of their written report. Although decisions on 
written docüiDents are .:;till the rule, in the last few years more and more 
witnesses and expert witnesses have been summoned to appear at the trial. 
The example given earlier of the expert in the prostitutes' case is an excep
tion in that the expert wrote no report at all. That is unfortunate, because 
writing a report might have caused her to think more about her evidence. 

Tlmes have been changing for experts in North America as well, in con
sequence of a series of opinions by the United States Supreme Court, begin
ning with the case of Daubert v. Merreil Dow Phannaceuticals (1993) Daubert 
held that a court might admit scientific expert evidence only if the judge is 
rationally convineed of its validity. Soon thereafter, in General Electric Co. v. 
Joiner (1997), the Supreme Court held (in addition to a more technica! issue 
concerning the standard of review) that an expert's assertions of belief are 
not enough; the expert's conclusions must be logically connected tosome 
sound basis: data, research literature, etc. In the third case in this series, 
Kumlw Tire Co. v. Cannichael (1999), the Court held that because the line 
between science and non-scierree is not well defined, Daubert applies to all 
expert testimony, that is, no expert testimony of any kind may be admitted 
unless the trial judge is persuacled that it is of sufficient soundness. 

It is fair to say that, collectively, these cases create a set of rules that 
are similar intheir general outlines to those of the Dutch Supreme Court. 
Certainly with respect to scientific expert testimony, they establish a focus 
on the expert' s methodology, require trial judges to evaluate the basis for 
the expert's claim that those methods are valid and reliable, require that a 
convincing conneetion be shown between observables and inferences or 
between a body of research and what the expert is concluding, and that 
the expert can and has applied these correctly in the case before the court. 
(For a detailed review of the American cases see Faigman, Kaye, Saks, & 
Sanders, 1997, Chapter 1; 1999, Chapter 1). 

We shall use the guidelines set by the Dutch Supreme Court to assess 
the testimony of psychologists in court. We will also show how meager 
the Dutch standards are, but that American practice is not better. We con
clude by giving an extended list of standards. 

PSYCHOLOGISTS VERSUS FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGISTS 

A large part of the work of psychologists consists of drawing infer
ences about states or traits or behavier that cannot be directly observed, 
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but must be inferred from ofuer indicators, usually ofuer behavior. For 
instance, psychologists give an estimation of someone's intelligence based 
on fue person's score on a test. Werences can be about fue future (e.g., how 
dangerous a convict may become in the future) about fue present, and about 
the past. Typical of sud1 Werences is the making of predictions of future 
behavior, so much so fuat our discussion will praeeed in terrns of predictions. 

The quality of a prediction mainly depends on fue quality of fue 
instrument used to make the prediction. For instance, we know fuat pre
dictions about someone's intelligence based on a proper intelligence test 
outperfarm the clinical judgment of a psycl1ologist (see, for instance, 
Meehl, 1954). 

Predictions in one context differ from predictions in other contexts. 
Predictions made in a fuerapeutic context-usually called diagnosis 
tl1ere--are quite different from predictions made in a forensic context. In 
tl1erapy tl1e diagnosis looks like fue diagnosis a general practitioner 
makes. lf you go to your general practitioner with pain in tl1e tunu:ny, the 
doctor usually cannot make a straightforward diagnosis, because this is a 
notoriously difficult symptom. The doctor fuen does two fuings: tries to 
exdude tl1e most dangerous possibilities, such as acute appendicitis, and 
if tl1ese are not present, gives you a medicine (or a placebo) and asks you 
to come back next week. This manner of making a diagnosis is typical for 
botl1 medical doctors and psychot11erapists. It is vital not to miss anything 
that might be acutely dangerous; for tl1e rest the timing is less essential. If 
this medicine does not help, tl1e doctor can give another one next week. 

The structure of the problems associated wifu the medical diagnosis 
looks like Table 1. The most important aim of the diagnosis is not to miss 
appendicitis, whid1 is notmakinga false negative diagnosis. Avoiding false 
negatives is considered in the best interest of the patient. Similarly, tl1e 
diagnosis of a psychoiogist in the role of therapist is aimed first at detect
ing and dealing with tl1e most serious problems. 

In tl1e Dutch forensic context the role of the pred.ietion is quite 
different (see Rassin & Merckelbach, 1999). If the psychoiogist writes a 
report for fue court, the "diagnosis" is final from the perspective of the 

TABLE 1. THE STRUCTURE OF THE DIAGNOSIS OF PAIN IN THE TUMMY BY 

A GENERAL PRACTITIONER 

True disease of patient 

Appendicitis 
Something else 

Appendicitis 

Correct 
False positive 

Medica! diagnosis 

Something else 

False negative 
Correct 
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psychologist. After submitting the report to the court, it rnay play a role in 
the court's dedsion, without the possibility to adapt the conclusions to 
new insights in the case. More important, in the Dutch systern, the work 
of the psychoiogist is unarnbiguously airned at aiding the court, not to 
help the accused or the attomeys or the other witnesses. Consequently, in 
the Dutch systern, it is proper for the psychoiogist to consider the point of 
view of the court. That is govemed by doctrine and precedents, arnong 
which is the proposition that a suspect is to be considered innocent until 
proven guilty and that a conviction of aninnocent suspect is rnuch worse 
than an acquittal of a guilty one (cornpare Blackstone, 1769, "The law 
holds, that it is better than ten guilty persons should escape, than that one 
innocent suffer"; Fortescue, 1616, "Indeede I would rather wish twentie 
euill [evil] doers to escape death through pittie, then one man to bee 
vniustly [unjustly] condernpned"; Hale, 1736, "it is better five guilty per
sons should escape unpunished, than one innocent person should die"). 

In the Anglo-American systern, by contrast, the expert is expected to 
supply inforrnation that will be elicited by lawyers on both sides so as to 
advance the goals of the prosecution or the defense, respectively. Whether 
expert witnesses ought to take the, court's viewpoint or the party's view
point is, at best, doubtful and debatable. The systern sends Contradietory 
messages to expert witnesses (Saks, 1992) and the witnesses tend to conflate 
the different decision responsibilities (Monahan & Wexler, 1978). Moreover, 
the use of experts to evaluate the statements of witnesses, while cornrnon 
in the Dutch and other Civil Law systerns, is alrnost unheard of in the Anglo
American systern, where such evaluations are considered to be the province 
of the judge or jury in tl1e role of the trial's fact finder (Spencer, 1998). 

In eitl1er legal systern, however, as Blackstone's farnous ratio of erro
neous acquittals to erroneous convictions makes clear, the criminal justice 
process is prindpally aimed at avoiding false positives, rather than false 
negative judgrnents Table 2). If a psychoiogist wants to serve the 
court while evaluating the statement of a witness who accuses the sus
pect, the psychoiogist should also try to avoid false positives (see Table 3). 

This difference between predictions in the therapeutic context and 
the forensic context becornes probiernatie if psychologists serve as expert 

TABLE 2. THE STRUCTURE OF THE DECISION BY THE COURT 

True state of affairs 

Suspect guilty 
Suspect not guilty 

Suspect is guilty 

Correct 
False positive 

Decision of court 

Suspect is not guilty 

False neQ•ati,te 
Correct 
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TABLE 3. THE STRUCTURE OP THE DIAGNOSIS OF THE FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGIST 

True state of affairs 

Witness speaks the truth 
Wih1ess does not the truth 

Judgment of psychoiogist 

Witness speaks the truth 

Correct 
False positive 

Witness does not 
the truth 

False negative 
Correct 

witnesses without understanding tlus crudal difference. Most psycholo
gists are accustomed to the clinical setting where the perception of tl1e 
elient is central to the interaction between psychoiogist and client, and the 
trutl1 of the client's statements is of minor importance (see, however, 
McNulty & Wardle, 1994). A therapist who is too concemed with what 
really happened to tl1e elient may hurt their relationship, which is based 
on trust, and impair the therapeutic process. For the forensic psychoiogist 
the only point of interest has to be what really happened (and perhaps sec
ondarily what the defendant believed even if the belief does not camport 
with reality). Also, tl1e therapist is trained at being empatl1ic for the client. 
If a therapist is 11ired by and for the court to evaluate a statement made by 
a witness, empathy towards the witness is incompatible with the inde
pendent role the expert has to play ( Greenberg & Shuman, 1997). 

In addition, the diagnosis of the forensic expert needs to meet much 
higher standards than the diagnosis of the therapist. In a tl1erapeutic set
ting each diagnosis is tentative, so that if during consecutive sessions the 
diagnosis proves to be wrong, it can be changed without any harm being 
done. In criminal cases psychologists are usually called in only if there is a 
problem with the evidence. In most cases that means that there is not 
much evidence otl1er than the witness statements, which are subjected to 
tl1e assessment of the expert psychologist. In such cases tl1e expert testi
mony may make tl1e difference between a conviction and an acquittal. 
Therefore, tl1e expert apinion generally has tomeet higher standards than 
the diagnosis of tl1e tl1erapist. If, for instance, a psychoiogist comes to the 
condusion that a witness is speaking the trutl1, the psychoiogist must be 
quite sure of that and on the basis of much more tl1an personal intuition 
(Wagenaar, van Koppen, & Crombag, 1993). 

THE EXPERTISE OF THE PSYCHOLOGIST 

Let us return to the decisions of the Supreme Court of the 
Netl1erlands in the shoemaker case and cernpare it to tl1e apinion given 
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by the psychalogist in the prostitute case discussed above. The psychalo
gist gave evidence on two questions in that case: fust, is the behavier of 
the prostitutes typkal for (that is, diagnostic of) battered prostitutes; and 
second, do they speak the truth? 

The fust criterion set by the Supreme Court is that the expert must 
have expertise in the field in which an apinion is being given. The psy
chalogist has done research on prostitutes and on prostitutes whohave 
been battered. Sa, she must have expertise on the type of behavier dis
played by battered prostitutes in different kinds of situations. But that 
was nat the question asked by the court; rather, the court wanted to know 
whether displaying certain behavier is diagnostic of the prostitutes being 
battered. That question is considerably different from the research done 
by the psychalogist This is a typkal error made by psychologists in ether 
cases as well. In turn, the psychologist's error can easily become 
the court's error. Sexually abused children, for instance, tend to have 
behaviaral problems, start wetting their beds again, and aften have night
mares. But how diagnostic of sexual abuse of the child is wetting its bed at 
a later age. 

A somewhat more hidden version of this error also occurs in sexual 
abuse cases. Consider this example. A 19-year-old girl-let us call her 
Linda-accuses a much olderman of sexually abusing her forsome years. 
The suspect admits their sexual relationship, but claims it has been of a 
much shorter duration and, more important, that it was a consensual rela
tionship. A clinical psychalogist is called in to study the file and talk to the 
girl. The psychalogist concludes that Linda is speaking the truth because 
she is suffering from posttraumatic stress disorder. This diagnosis is 
derived from the Diagnostic and Statistica! Marlllal of Mental Disorders 
(DSM-IV), a pubHeation of the American Psychiatrie Association, which is 
used worldwide for the dassification of psychiatrie disorders (American 
Psychiatrie Association, 1994). The DSM-IV also lists a large number of 
criteria which all have to be met befare a patient can be diagnosed as suf
fering from a posttraumatic stress disorder (American Psychiatrie 
Association, 1994, pp. 427-429). 

As is typkal in the therapeutic setting, the psychalogist diagnoses 
Linda loosely as suffering from this disorder, without making dear to the 
court on which DSM-criteria she bases the diagnosis. A much larger prob
lem, however, is that the psychalogist argues that because Linda is suffer
ing from a posttraumatic stress disorder, it is very likely that she suffered 
from the sexual trauma inflicted upon her by the suspect. 

How does she know? The fust criterion in the DSM-IV for posttrau
matic stress disorder is that: "The persen has been exposed to a trauma
tic event in which bath of the following were present: (1) the persen 
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experienced, witnessed, or was confronted with an eventor events that 
invoived actual or threatened death or serieus injury, or a threat to the 
physical integrity of self or others; (2) the persen's response invoived 
intense fear, heiplessness, or horror" (American Psychiatrie Association, 
1994, p. 427). And how does the psychoiogist know that Linda suffered a 
trauma? Because Linda told her. That is an acceptable basis for setting this 
diagnosis in a therapeutic setting, but if the psychoiogist then uses the 
diagnosis to convince the court that Linda indeed was sexually abused, 
the reasoning has become completely circular. These kinds of expert epin
ions are particuiarly dangerous, because psychologists in the Netherlands 
never teil the court how they reached their diagnosis (and in the United 
States do not do so unless an explanation is elicited on cross-examinatien 
by opposing counsel, who rarely have sufficient knowledge to recognize 
the problem with the testimony), so the circularity of the testimony 
remains completeiy hldden from the court.5 

The psychoiogist in the prostitutes' case also gave an opinion on the 
veradty of the stories told by the two prostitutes. Asked in court what she 
knew of CBCA,6 she answered: "This abbreviation means nothing to me." 
Since CBCA is the method most used for evaluation the veracity of wit
ness statements (see Lamb & Stemberg, 1997; Ruby & Brigham, 1997), the 
psychoiogist evidently is no expert on the credibility of witness state
ments. We know that only because the defense asked her. Dutch courts 
almost never start questioning the expert with the sirnple question: "Dear 
psychoiogist, just start by telling us why you think you are an expert." But 
that has changed also since the Slweprints decision of the Dutch Supreme 
Court (HR 27 January 1998, NJ 1998, 404). Nowadays, most courts start 
by asking why a proffered expert thinks she is an expert. Follow-up 
questions, however, are still not asked. In American courts, this is 
the issue of "qualification" of the expert witness. There, the issue is 
routinely addressed, though often in a perfunctory and superficial way. 
The opponent of the expert often fails to challenge adequately and with 
substance, and the proponent wants to use the qualification phase to do 
nothing more than to emphasize the credentials of the witness so as to 
boost the witness's credibility in theeyes of the judge or jury. Neither 
system gains the potential benefit of evaiuating the expertise of the 
proffered expert. 

5Even for the Dutch Supreme Court. See HR 18 November 1995, NJ 1996, 666 (Psycholoog 
ondersteunt getuigenverklaring; Psychoiogist supports wib1ess statement), in which the 
court accepted such an expert statement as valid evidence. 

6TI1at is an abbreviation of Criteria Based Content Analysis, to be discussed below. 
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METHODS FOR EVALUATING WITNESS STATEMENTS 

The second1 thlrd, and fourth criteria set by the Dutch Supreme Court 
in its Shoeprints dedsion are related: all involve the methad used by the 
expert. The methad should be explained1 should be reliable7 enough to 
reach the conclusions given1 and the expert must be able to use this 
methad competently. These same criteria for expert testimony have been 
explicated in the American system most clearly and most recently in the 
series of cases decided by the U.S. Supreme Court (Daubert, Joiner, and 
Kumho). But as mentioned earlier, one of the interesting dilierences 
between the Civil and the Common Law rules of evidence is that 
Camman Law courts generally do nat allow experts to opine on the verac
ity of witness statements. 

The most common methods for evaluating witness statements are lie 
detection-which is not used in The Netherlands (van Koppen, 
Boelhouwer, Merckelbach, & Verbaten, 1996)-and Statement Validity 
Analysis (SVA) (Raskin & Esplin, 1991). SVA aims at assessing the truth
fulness of a witness statement by way of two methods: evaluating an 
interview with the alleged victim using Criteria Based Content Analysis 
(CBCA) (Steller & Köhnken, 1989) and evaluating other case information 
with the Validity Checklist (VCL). Evaluations by psychologists using 
SVA or CBCA alone are done on a rather large scale in The Netherlands. 
Let us fust discuss the CBCA and later turn to the V CL. 

CRITERIA BASED CONJENT ANALYSIS 

The CBCA is based on the assumption that a true statement can be 
distinguished from a false statement because someone who tells about 
sarnething that really happened tells the story differently than someone 
who has to tell about sarnething that did nat happen. The methad was 
expressly developed for use with children who allegedly were victims in 
sexual abuse cases, but now is also used for the evaluation of adult 
alleged victims (see Ruby & Brigham/ 1997, p. 729). 

In applying CBCA, it is of major importance that others have exerted 
as little influence as possible on the statement. Also, the interview itself 
must comply with high standards, especially in the absence of suggestive 

7 Both Dutch and Arnerican Lawyers use the word "reliable" when they meatl an amalgam 
of reliability and validity (as Justice Blackmw1 took some pains to do in the Daubert opin
ion). Communication between fields would improve if the lawyers and judges traded in the 
word "reliability" for "dependability" or if the scientists traded in the word "reliability" for 
a synonym such as "repeatability". 
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questioning. Therefore the witness should be interrupted as little as possi
bie and should teil the story as much as possîble in free reealL Tiüs 
methad of questîoning is essential to the CBCA (see, for instance, 
Undeutsch, 1983). Then the interview must be typed out verbatim and on 
the written version of the interview the criteria of the CBCA are applied. 
The most important reason for the latter is that there exists no fixed 
scoring scheme for the CBCA To be precise: there exists no scoring 
scheme for the 19 individual criteria. That is left to the subjective evalua
tîon of the psychalogist There exists a scoring scheme for combining the 
19 evaluations into a final judgment by the psychalogist (Steller, 1989; 
Yuille & Cutshall, 1989). That does not help much. TI1e methad fully 
depends on the detailed and argued application of the 19 criteria (see 
Steller, 1989, p. 137). 

Thus far, the research on the CBCA has yielded mixed results (see 
recent reviews by Horowitz et al., 1997; Lamb & Sternberg, 1998; Ruby & 
Brigham, 1997). The gist of the argument is that CBCAhas some scientific 
potential but has too low a diagnostic value to be used in a forensic set
ting. Ruby and Brigham summarize the state of affairs as follows: 

The CBCA rnay have the potentlal to enhance the objectivity of the investiga
tion and prosecution of allegatlans of child sexual abuse. It rnight also aid in 
protecting those who are unforttmate enough to be at the receiving end of an 
unfounded duld sexual abuse allegation. But much more empirica! validation 
work is necessary before it can adequately fulfill such a role. (p. 729) 

Still, psychologists present results of their CBCA analyses to Dutch 
courts without any hesitatîon and without mentioning the controversy 
over the instrument in the scientific community. 

PROTECTING COURTS AGAINST CBCA 

CBCA is a fine example of psychologists who overstate their case in 
court. How would the court know the psychologists do this? They could 
read the leading law joumal in the country, because there Rassin, 
Merckelbach, and Crombag (1997) fully explained the recognized prob
lems with the CBCA. Otherwise there is no safeguard against unfounded 
applicatîon of the CBCA in the Dutch legal system. The prosecutîon usu
ally relies on the psychologist's report in which the CBCA is applied. fu 
the reports seen by the fust author,8 psychologists do express their doubts 
about the case at hand if warranted, but never discuss doubts about the 

8 All:hough these are rnany, they surely do not form a random sample frorn all reports. For 
instance, van Koppen does not see cases in whlch the suspect readily confessed. 
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very methad that has been the topic of the scientific discussion. If the sus
pect is "at the receiving end of an unfounded allegation" it completely 
depends on the attorney whether another psychoiogist scrutinizes the 
psychologist's report. If the defendant lacks an alert attorney, this will not 
happen. And it does nothappen very often, because the part of the Dutch 
bar that is specialized in sexual abuse cases is very small. There is no 
"automatic" court check on the quality of expert evidence in the 
Netherlands. Similarly, in the Anglo-American system, there is no auto
matic court check If counsel for the defense does not raise a challenge, 
then the evidence generally will come in. 

VALIDITY CHECK LIST 

Evaluations of children's statements in sexual abuse cases have more 
problems. Some argue that CBCA is valid enough only if it is supple
mented with the VCL. Raskin and Esplin propose that a useful statement 
assessment should be more than just scoring a statement of the 19 criteria 
on the CBCA (see Raskin & Esplin, 1991). The CBCAshould be applied to 
material drawn from a properly conducted interview in which enough 
material is gathered to use the criteria upon. In addition, however, infor
mation has to be gathered outside the interview. Since children differ in 
their cognitive abilities and these differences influence the scoring of the 
criteria, information must be collected on these abilities and other person
ality characteristics of the interviewee. Also, alternative hypotheses on the 
genesis of the story as told by the child must be investigated. The story 
may be in error because of earlier suggestive interviews by parents or oth
ers, by deficient memory of the child, or by other pressures on the child. 
For evaluating the latter elements, the VCL has been developed. The VCL 
consists of four clusters: 

1. Psychological characteristics of the child; 
2. Interview characteristics of the child and the examiner; 
3. Motivational factors relevant to the child and others involved in 

the allegations; and 
4. Investigative questions regarding the consistency and realism of 

the entire body of data. 

Research on the validity and usefulness of the VCL is scarce and does 
not exceed casuistic illustrations (see Endres, 1997). Thus, it is not clear 
which role should be assigned to the psychological characteristics 
or motivational factors of the child in evaluating the veracity of the 
statements made. 
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Using the VCL introduces another problem in expert statements, 
because it is at odds with the role that an expert witness should have in 
the Dutch court. In American terms: it invades the province of the court 
(Penrod, Fulero, & Cutler, 1995). The expert's role should be limited to 
informing the court on subjects which are not part of the common domain 
of knowledge of memhers of the judiciary and which can be discussed 
using knowledge common in the scientific domain. As soon as the psy
chologist's statement is notbasedon psychological scientific insights or 
enters into the domain of the judge, the psychoiogist shouid keep quiet. In 
using the VCL the psychalogist oversteps on bath points. 

The VCL is neither based on sound empirical research (see Horowitz 
et al., 1997), nor is it limited to psychologicai insights. Especially Cluster 
D can pose problems. Assume a case in which tl1e psychoiogist interviews 
a child who allegedly is the victim of sexual abuse. After the CBCA analy
sis, the psychalogist considers the story of the child rather trustworthy 
and then dives into the case file to apply the VCL while answering Ouster D. 
There the psychalogist finds additional clues for the veracity of the child's 
story and concludes that the child is speaking the truth. In this case, the 
court can decide that the statement of the child, as it is supported by the 
expert statement of the psychalogist and the dues in the case file, consti
tute enough evidence fora conviction. In doing so, through the use of the 
VCL by the psychologist, the court is led to make "double" use of the evi
dence present in the case file. This danger is particularly present because, 
since there exists no clear-cut scoring scheme for the CBCA or the VCL, 
psychologists tend to remain too vague to allow a thorough analysis of 
their statement, and judges tend to limit their reading to the conclusions 
of the experts' reports. 

In addition, the VCL requires the psychalogist to step outside the 
psychologist's domain and outside the domain of existing knowledge. In 
one report in a sexual abuse case, for instance, the psychoiogist argued in 
answering Cluster A of the VCL that the child's story was supported by 
the fact that around the time the abuse was supposed to have started, she 
suffered from hyperventilation. We have been unable to find research 
supportinga relationship between hyperventilation and sexual abuse in 
the psychological or medicalliterature. 

METHODS OF ÜWN DESIGN 

Notwithstanding that the VCL and especially the CBCA are tl1e most 
used methods for evaluation of witness statements by psycl1ologists, 
some have methods of their own invention and without validation. We 
have already discussed the psychalogist in the prostitutes' case, who 
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believed that telling a story without hesitation, telling it each time in the 
same manner, plus her own impression was enough supportfora condu
sion that witnesses are telling the truth. 

Another example comes from a case in which a father is accused of, 
among other crimes, raping hls daughter a great many times in a period 
of four years. A psychalogist talks with the daughter, whom we will call 
Janet. The psychalogist concludes "From a behaviaral scientific point of 
view, the following conclusions can be drawn. Based on the results and 
analyses above, the statement of Janet on the sexual abuse by her father 
she experienced must be classified as believable." 

The analyses of this psychalogist can be summarized in the list 
below. This list is remarkable, because this particular psychalogist usually 
applies CBCA to evaluate children's statements. The cited condusion was 
based on the following: 

1. J<met shows symptoms that match posttraumatic stress disorder. 
2. Janet's mother reports that she observed a change in the develop-

ment of Janet. 
3. Janet suffered from medical problems, i.e. neck trouble. 
4. The psychalogist believed Janet's story. 
5. Janet recounts her story inthefarm of a script. 
6. There is only a short period between discovery of the abuse and 

the filing of the report to the police. 
7. The statements made by Janet about her abuse could hurt the 

relationship with her boyfriend. 
8. Janet ran away from home. 
9. Janet accused nobody but her father of sexually abusing her. 

10. Janet has made the disdosure of the abuse more implicitly than 
explicitly. 

11. Janet reports that at fust she had a "good feeling" when her 
father touched her (in a false statement the psychalogist would 
expect that an alleged victim would be entirely negative about 
her father). 

12. There is no evident motive to file a false complaint. 

Item 1, used by this psychologist, has been discussed earlier. In using 
Item 2, this psychalogist falls prey to an error already discussed. Items 
3 falls outside the domain of psychology. Items 7 and 12 have not been 
stuclied or systematically theorized about. Item 4, of course, is fully circu
lar: the statement is true because the psychalogist thinks it is true. Telling 
a story in the form of a script, Item 5, seems to be more indicative of an 
untrue than of a true story (see Memon, Vrij, & Bull, 1998). As for Items 6, 
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8, 9, and 10: these are more in the domain of the court, since there is no 
research to support these Items. With Item 11 this psychoiogist finally 
uses one, but only one, of the CBCA criteria. 

The fust author of this paper wrote a report at the request of the 
defense and pointed out the problems "I!Vith the bases of this psychoio
gist's conclusions. In a rebuttal the psychoiogist explained our disagree
ment by adding that experimental psychology and clinical psychology 
each have their own philosophy, methods and techniques and thus results 
from experimental psychology are not valid. In other words, according to 
that psychologist, clinical psychology does not believe in the need for 
valid, well tested procedures, and fields that do believe in validity are 
invalid. 

EXPERTS AND COUNTER EXPERTS 

Assessing the validity of witness statements by a psychoiogist is 
almost the only field in which psychologists in the Netherlands report at 
the request of the public prosecution.9 In the United States, such bolster
ing of witness credibility is generally prohibited, though pmsecutors have 
begun to by-pass this prohibition by offering experts on certain psycho
logical profiles, notably Rape Trauma Syndrome (see generally, Frazier & 
Borgida, 1997). In most other cases psychologists in both countries are 
called in by the defense to investigate methods used by the police in inter
rogations of witnesses and suspects and, most notably, in eyewitness 
identification of the suspect.10 

INTERROGATION OF WITNESSES 

Most of what can be said about psychology expert testimony on the 
interrogation of witnesses has been said above. Most expert statements in 
that vein are made in cases alleging sexual abuse of children. In the last 

9 There are some exceptions. One example, from the first author's experience, is the case 
in which a man spontaneously went to the police to confess the murder of a young woman 
and during the interrogation confessed to tirree more. The judge-commissioner was 
worried that the confessions might be false, so he called van Koppen in to at least assess 
the quality of the interrogation by the pollee using the videotapes, which tumed out to be 
quite sound. 

10TI1ere is one other terrain that we wil! leave out of the discussion here, namely expert 
testimony on the scent performed by tracker dogs. It is an interesting area, since 
most of the principles that apply to recognîtion procedures apply to the scent line-up as 
well (see van Koppen, 1995). 
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few years a new category of case has been added: cases in which adult 
females claim that they have been abused fora long time, but forgot a bout 
the abuse for a long time and only recently reeavered the memory of the 
abuse.11 Bath the nurnber of these kinds of cases-allowing for the size of 
the population-and the type of cases in the Netherlands are the sarne as 
in the United States and Great-Britain ( campare False Memory Syndrome 
Foundation, 1997; Gudjonsson, 1997; van Koppen & Merckelbach, 1999). 
In the reeavered memory cases the sarne happens as in other sexual abuse 
cases: psychologists are called inP who then deelare the statement of the 
alleged victirn sound and truthful on feebie grounds (for more general 
discussion of the Dutch situation, see Crombag & Merckelbach, 1996; see, 
for instance, the case discussed in van Koppen & Merckelbach, 1998). 

These kinds of cases tend to be handled incorrectly by the pollee and 
aften result in grave problerns for the victim, as well as for the suspects and 
their farnily (compare Loftus, 1997b). van Koppen recently wrote a report 
for the minister of Justice on how to prevent reeavered memory cases from 
getting out of hand van Koppen, 1997, 1998b). At the end of 1999, for
mal guidelines for the pollee and the prosecution will be introduced. Part of 
these binding guidelines is that the prosecution are obliged to consult a 
team of experts in cases in which the complainant claims the abuse (1) took 
place befare the age of 3, (2) was ritual in nature, and (3) involves reeavered 
memories. Hopefully, problems with reeavered memory cases and the 
expert testimony given in them will be reduced in the future. 

INTERROGATION OF SUSPECTS 

Until recently, Dutch psychologists were hardly ever involved in evalu
ating interrogation of suspects by the police. Two developments changed 
that. First, more and more the pollee have started to video-tape intertoga
tions in important cases. That makes an analysis of what happened after
warcis possible. In other cases, analyses have to be based on the pollee report 
of the interrogation. These reports are always a surnrnary in the farm of a 
monologue by the suspect, but written down by and in tl1e words of the 
interrogating policemen. Only in rare cases do police reports give real 
insight into what happened in the interrogation room. 

Second, the pollee in Zaanstad, tagether with samebody who calls 
hirnself a cornrnunication expert, developed a methad to bring virtually 

11 TI1is has led to a great controversy, the "Memory Wars", both in the Netherlands and the 
United States, as wellas elsewhere (Loftus, 1997a; Mulhern, 1997; Read & Lindsay, 1997). 

120ften by the attorney of the alleged victÎllls, since in these cases a crimina! procedure is 
often accompanied by a civil suit for damages. 
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every suspect to a confession, cornmonly known as the Zaanse interroga
tion method (a description is given by Vrij, 1997; Vrij & Lochun, 1997). This 
method is basedon the one proposed by Inbau, Reed and Buckley (1986), 
and is suppiemented with sound and unsound pollee practices, and cov
ered with a quasi-sdentific sauce of neurolinguistic prograrnming (see Vrij 
& Lochun, 1997). Quite a bit of uproar in the country was caused by a case 
in which the suspect was put under pressure by covering the walls and 
ceiling of the interrogation room with photos of the very bioody scene of 
the crime along with those of hls wife and children (see also European 
Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman and Degrading 
Treatment or Punishment (CPT), 1998). Although the minister of Justice 
forbade the method,13 parts of the method are still in use by the pollee (for 
a description of one such case see van Koppen, 1998a). In these kinds of 
cases, psychoiogists are called in to expiain to the court what influence the 
in terragation method has had on the confession by the suspect. 

Typically, expert testimony in cases like this have fewer probiems 
than in the cases in which a psychoiogist is called in to assess the veracity 
of statements. The main reason seems to be that in the latter type of cases 
the psychoiogist is hired to solve a probiem of the court or the prosecu
tion. They are awaiting the psychoiogist's condusion and are Iess inter
ested in how and why the psychoiogist reached the conclusion. 
Antidpating that, psychologists usually refrain from expiaining their 
methods and reasoning extensively in their reports. In cases where the 
psychoiogist is asked to camment on pollee interrogations, usually by 
the defense, their reasons for evaluating pollee methods as faulty or not 
are the heart of their testimony, and naturally forrn a part of it. 

The same seems to appiy to cases in which psychologists testify on 
other kinds of pollee behavior, as for instanee eyewitness identification 
procedures. Perhaps explaining methods and reasoning is easier in these 
cases, because well established standards exist for eyewitness identifica
tions, and a good deal of research exists to cast light on the effects of vari
ous procedures. 

EYEWITNESS lDENTJFICATION 

Cognitive psychoiogists mostoften testify on probiems in eyewitness 
identification.14 Much is known of how a proper identification procedure 

13 TI1e Dutch Supreme Court is, as usual, more lenient. See HR 22 September 1998, NJ 1999, 
104 (Zaanse Verhoormethode; Zaandam Interrogation Method). 

14 This statement is not based on a survey, but on discussions in the rather small comrnunity 
of psychologists who in court. 
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should be conducted (see recently Cutier & Penrod, 1995; Wells et al., 
1998), and :in the Netherlands there are clear-cut rules about how the 
police should conduct such procedures.15 Still, it frequently is clone wrong 
by the police (van Koppen & Hess:ing, 1999). The most camman error 
made is that a one-person show-up is used instead of a proper line-up 
with a witness who knows the perpetrator just from the crime scene. 

A witness confrontation is used to assess whether the appearance of 
the suspect corresponds to the memory the witness has of the appearance 
of the perpetrator. A good lineup or photo-spread procedure seeks to 
accomplish two purposes simultaneously: to try to learn from an eyewit
ness who perpetrated a crime and, at the same time, to test the accuracy 
of that eyewitness's identification. This dual objective is aclueved by 
confronting the witness with a line-up of people who all conform to the 
general description of the perpetrator. One of these is the suspect; the 
others are innocent foils unknown to the witness. The witness' taskis to 
indicate the one person :in the line-up he recognizes, if he recognizes 
anyone at all. 

The result of a properly conducted line-up has a very high diagnostic 
value (Wagenaar et al., 1993). It is essential, however, that the procedures 
m:inimize the likelihood that an identification is the re sult of judgments of 
the relative similarity of a member of the lineup to the witness's memory 
(that is, that the witness chooses the suspect who looks most like the 
memory for the perpetrator rather than the one who is the perpetrator), or 
that subtie or nat so subtie cues suggest to the witness who is ti1e "right" 
suspect to choose. For example, the use of foils who are distinguishable 
from the eyewitnesses' description reduces the effective size of the lineup, 
as if those foils were nat even there. Moreover, it is important that a sus
peet's confidence :in an identification (whichmay initially be weak) nat be 
artificially bolstered after the lineup by confirmation from ti1e :investiga
tors (that the person chosen is the one they thought was the perpetrator) 
or learning that other witnesses chose the same person (see Wells & 
Bradfield, 1999). 

Accomplish:ing these th:ings :insures that an identification is caused by 
a witness's memory of the perpetrator and nat someth:ing else, and cali
brates the diagnostic value of the identification. These goals can be accom
plished by routinely employ:ing these four procedures: (1) The person or 
persons who conduct the lineup or photo spread should nat be a ware of 
which member of the lineup is the suspect or which photograph is that of 

15 TI1e guidelines were set by the Werkgroep Identificatie (1989), and were revised later 
(Werkgroep Identificatie, 1992). There is also a srnall hooklet which explains everything a 
policernan rnight want to knowon the subject: van Arnelsvoort (1996). 
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the suspect. (2) Eyewitnesses should be told expllcitly that the person 
being sought rnight or rnight not be in the lineup or photo spread and, 
therefore, that they are not obllgated or expected to make an identifica
tion. (3) Lineups should be presented sequentially rather than simultane
ously (that is, one lineup member at a time rather than all at once, to 
minimize the tendency of witnesses to look for whichever lineup member 
comes dosest to the description of the perpetrator. (4) A suspect should 
not stand out in the lineup or photo spread as being different from the 
other people in the array on the basis of the eyewitness's previous 
description of the pers on sought or other irrelevant criteria. (5) At the time 
of the identification and prior to any feedback from anyone, a clear state
ment sh.all be taken from the eyewitness regarding his or her confidence 
that the identified person actually is the person sought (Wells et al., 1998). 

Apart from a proper identity parade, tests of the witness's memory 
can be conducted in two other marmers: (1) mug books, on paper or on a 
television screen; and (2) a one-person show-up. These serve other pur
poses. Mug shots are photos of known crirninals. If done properly, these 
are shown only to witnesses in investigations where the pollee have no 
idea where or how to find the perpetrator. Therefore, the pollee show to 
the witness a selection of photos of known criminals who conform to the 
description' given by the witness. If the witness points one out, that indi
vidual always becomes a suspect. This willlead toa suspect driven search 
(Wagenaar et al., 1993, Chapter 7), which has the potential of generating 
erroneous identifications, and ultimately a rniscarriage of justice. 
Therefore, the results of exarninations by witnesses of mug shots should 
not be used as evidence by the court. 

The one-person show-up should be used in one situation and one sit
uation only: when the witness already knew the perpetrator before the 
crime took place. The identification then takes place at the scene of the 
crime and showing the suspect to the witnesscan only serveto prevent 
administrative errors ("is this the neighbor you meant?"). If the witness 
knows the perpetrator by name, this procedure is unnecessary. If used 
with a witness who saw the perpetrator only at the scene of the crime, the 
one-person show-up is much more likely to yield false identifications than 
are properly constructed line-ups (see Dekle, Beale, Elliot, & Huneycutt, 
1996; Lindsay, Pozzulo, Craig, Lee, & Corber, 1997; Yarmey, Yarmey, & 
Yarmey, 1996). The one-person show-up is much too suggestive, because 
with this procedure the pollee signal to the witness: "We got him. You just 
have to confirm it." If, in a proper line-up, the eyewitness has no good rec
ollection of the perpetrator, or the suspect is innocent, it is most likely that 
he will identify an innocent foil, which can be detected as an error. Such 
error-detection is impossible with the one-person show-up. 
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In Dutch police practice most aften identifications are attempted 
using the one-person show-up. This seems to be a structural problem that 
is caused by two things. although the principlesof a line-up are sim
ple, erganizing one means much work to the police. People must be 
obtained to serve as foils. Th.=y must be present at the same time as the 
witness, the suspect, the suspeet's attomey, the prosecutor, and a number 
of polleemen not involved in the investigation, and then the show must be 
run by the book (see Van Amelsvoort, 1996). A one-person show-up is 
much easier. Besides, Dutch courts are very lenient on how identification 
procedures should be run. Courts routinely accept procedures that viola te 
one or more of the requirements of a proper line-up. So, why should the 
police bother? 

Thus, the police regularly make every conceivable error in conduct
ing identification procedures. A 1998 case provides an example where the 
flaw is so obvious that one wonders how such errors can happen in the 
fust place. In that case, a witness saw five men in a car. One of them had a 
gun. Five suspects had been arrested and the policewomen running the 
investigation showed each of them in a one-person show-up to the wit
ness. Each time, the witness identified the suspect. Now the question 
remained which of the suspects had held the gun. The police report then 
reads as follows: 

Aiter Dekkers had been confronted with each of the suspects, he stated that he 
recognized each of them, but he had not indicated yet which of the suspects 
had the gun. So I asked him to indicate which suspect had held the gun. Then 
Dekkers stated that he doubted and hesitated between number 1 and 3. 
Subsequently, I informed Dekkers that bothother witnesses had identified the 
first suspect as the man with the gun. I said he should not hesitate and point 
one out with confidence. Then Dekkers stated that he was confident that the 
suspect number 1 had held the gun. 

An example of a more subtie error is where the police officer con
ducting a lineup tells a witness who is unsure which lineup member the 
witness recognizes, to "take another look at suspect number 1" or some 
other inadvertent (or intentional) signal that tells the witness whom to 
select. In these kinds of cases the defense time and again calls in cognitive 
psychologists to explain to the court what went wrong. 

In the United States, lineups are a more regular part of police in vesti
gation practices, but they aften are conducted in ways that inadvertently 
(or intentionally) undermine their potential value as evidence for a fact 
finder at trial, typically by making it appear that the eyewitness identifi
cation is more reliable than it is in fact. Though errors in testing eyewit
nesses are common, only occasionally do defendants call psychologists as 
expert witnesses on eyewitness identification, and only sametimes do 
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courts allow the psychoiogist to testify. The value of lineups conducted by 
American police wouid be greatly .improved if they were conducted using 
the procedures outlined above (see Wells et al., 1998, for a discussion of 
these procedures and what they achleve). 

STANDARDS FOR EXPERT PSYCHOLOGISTS 

The above discussion suggests that, although both theory and prac
tice of common Iaw and civil Iaw differ enormously (Damaska, 1973, 
1998) the problems encountered in psychologicai expert test.imony in the 
Netherlands and the United States are not very different. It may be that 
some soiutions to the problems of avoiding bad expert test.imony need 
not be much different. 

Those familiar with the civiliaw system know that it has not worked 
well to exclude poor expert psychological evidence, but at the same tUne 
have no confidence that the actversarial common law system would pro
vide the solution to those shortcomings. Those familiar with the common 
law system have a mirror .image reaction-they know the system has been 
ineffective in excluding weak psychoiogical expert evidence but have no 
confidence that the civiliaw system is the solution. 

Some expect that further time and efforts within the respective sys
tems will rectify the probieros others and we have discussed. For exam
ple, an optimistic view of the American actversarial system's ability to 
.improve on these problems has been oftered by Penrod, Fulero and Cutier 
(1995). They expect that, before long, exper.imental psychologists will be 
called upon often and that even judges will enthusiastically master the 
psychologist' s concepts and toolsY' The dashing of opposing parties 
and the procedural principles of a fair trial are expected to eventually 

16 To get the full flavor of their optimism: "Experimental psychologists should be able, and 
increasingly, will be called upon, to talk authoritatively about the role of basic scientific 
concepts and practices in eyewitness research. [Dj We are confident that many of these 
basic concepts will become part of the basic vocabulary of a good nurnber of trial judges, 
though we are also confident that judges will rival undergraduate introductory psychol
ogy students in their enthusiasm for these important concepts and tools. As a 
complement to the conceptual arrnarnentaria, we expect that judges will also leam much 
more about the professional processes that serve as quality controls on what is generated 
and dispenseel as knowledge by research scientists. Thus, a typical proffer of expert testi
mony might also emphasize elements of peer review mentioned in Daubert, including 
peer reviews of grant proposals, research reports intended for pubHeation in scientific 
journals, and even peer review of book and books. Judges may also leam about 
the sheer quantity of research on eyewitness reliability issues being generated by psychol
ogists" (Penrod et al., 1995, p. 245). 
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produce, or at least promote, psychological evidence of good quality. Both 
of the present authors are not so optimistic about the ability of the 
American system, at least as practiced by real people on a daily basis, to 
place dependable expert evidence before juries. 

Agah<, both of the authors are not so optimistic about the 
ability of the Dutch system, at least as practiced by real people on a daily 
basis, to place dependable expert evidence before judges. 

Let us summarize why the expert testimony in the cases discussed in 
this paper went wrong. Together, they are quite typical of psychological 
evidence in the more "difficult" cases in the Netherlands, and, except for 
the evaluation of witness truth-telling, not very different from what 
comes before courts in the United States. All of the problems have to do 
with the knowledge and skilis of the participants. Of course, the psychol
ogists who overstate their case, give unwarranted opinions or simply teil 
nonsense are a problem. A more fundamental problem, however, is that 
all of the other parlidpants in the procedure-lawyers, judges, defendant, 
or other witnesses-do not recognize bad expert evidence imrnediately. lt 
needs an informed and alert prosecutor, defense attomey, or judge to rec
ognize these problems. Since psychology is not their trade, this is not an 
automatic process. Even the Common Law system, which is structured to 
produce scrutiny through the clash of competing interests persistently 
fails to screen out poor expert evidence (see Risinger, 2000; Saks, 1994, 
1998; Saks & Koehler, 1991; Stoney, 1997). In both the Dutch as wellas the 
American systems, much bad expert evidence simply goes unquestioned 
and unchallenged, perhaps because it simply goes unnoticed. 

With respect to expert evidence, let us think of both systems as con
sisting of a series of filters, all of which are intended to screen out bad 
expert evidence and to allow good expert evidence to pass through and 
influence the verdict of the court. These "filters" consist of procedural, 
evidentiary, and ethical rules, prosecutors, defense lawyers, decisien
makers Gudge sitting withor without a jury), and the experts themselves. 
lf any one filter works successfully, the court will be protected from mis
leading expert evidence. Only if all fail will the court receive, and perhaps 
decide on the basis of, expertise that may be incorrect or misleading. To be 
sure, the nature and configuration of these "filters" differs much between 
the two systems. But the one that is largely common to both is the experts 
themselves. A focus on the experts provides a trans-system opportunity 
to create a "filter" that will help courts in both systems, an opportunity 
in which educational and professional institutions may contribute in 
important ways (without relying so heavily in the intervention or control 
of any court process to pollee the evidence). Both legal systems may lack 
adequate filters to proteet themselves from weak or misleading expert 
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evidence, but if the experts in both systems are made to be hlghly com
petent, both systems can benefit. The solution proposed here is that 
the experts themselves be bound by strict rules on the content if their 
testimony.17 

By way of condusions, we offer a preliminary list of standards for 
psychological expert testimony. The list reflects standards suggested by 
the recent scientific evidence opinions of the Dutd1 Supreme Court and 
the United States Supreme Court, by the logic of science and its applica
tion, and by the examples given above. In the list that follows, we assume 
that an expert provides a written report, rather than solely giving oral tes
timony, whlch to dillering degrees is current practice in both the Dutch 
and American systems.18 These are aspirational standards; the closer a 
psychological expert witness comes to adlleving them, the greater will be 
the psychologist's value to the court. 

1. The psychoiogist should be an expert on the particular subject 
matter on whlch he testifies and should explain in hls report pre
cisely why he considers hlmself an expert on the specific issues 
before the court. 

17 Our metaphorical description focuses on the exclusion of bad expert evidence and not the 
admission of good expert evidence. Not only are courts disadvantaged by admitting mis
leading evidence, they are, of course also disadvantaged by excluding good and helpful 
evidence. Erroneous (or nnwise) exclusion is perhaps a greater problem in the American 
courts than in the Dutch courts, because the latter are more inclined to adrnit expert evi
dence and allow the judge to assess its value. A good example of this is the courts' 
response to expert psychological testimony on eyewih1ess accuracy. This type of evidence 
had been more readily admitted in Dutcl1 courts, and has faced a more difficult struggle in 
American courts. But see United States v. Hilus, 1999 WL 412847 (D. Mass., holding that 
expert testimony on eyewitness identifications generally is based on a more solid scientific 
foundation, and at the same time refrains from asserting ultimate conclusions, in contrast 
to many other kinds of asserted sdentific, whicll has a far shakier basis and yet asserts spe
dfic ultimate conclusions). 

18 Clearly it is the Anglo-American system whicll is more verbal than written. But in recent 
times the American syste111 increasingly requires experts to provide written reports 
(Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(a)(2)(B)). Complying with these standards is much eas
ier if the expert provides a written report, whether directly to the court or through the par
ties. Explaining methods and researcll, for instance1 requires reEerenee to and consultation 
of scientific publications1 something that is likely to be accomplished more comprehen
sively and accurately in writing. Formulating precise conclusions is more easi!y dorre in 
writing. The act of writing helps the expert's thinking and committing one1

S analysis and 
conclusions to writ.ing makes it easier to scrut.inize what it is the expert has to say. If 
experts are permitted to evade this discipline by writ.ing reports that hide rather than 
reveal what they have done and why they conclude what they conclude, then someone 
does not want the court to have the benefit of sound analysis and meaningful conclusions. 
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2. The expert witrtess should show awareness of the limitations of 
her role. She should remain within her own domain and nat 
intrude on those matters that are properly within the domain of 
the court. 

3. Psychotherapists should never be expert witrtesses on the credibil
ity of fact witrtesses. 

4. Psychologists who serve as expert witrtesses should limit their tes
timony to subject matter for which psychology is relevant. 

5. The psychalogist should be able to show that the testimony and 
the underlying research are relevant for the case in point. 

6. The psychalogist should show that she is competent to apply the 
specific methad to the specific case. 

7. Expert testimony encompasses application of scientific knowledge 
to a specific case. Thus, the expert should apply sound empirica! 
research, must teil the court which results of research have been 
applied and why they are relevant to the specific case or its cir
curnstances. 

8. In applying sound research, the expert presents the court with suf
ficient basis for the court to assess its value, which depends upon 
the extent to which: 
a. It is grounded in the methods and procedures of science; 
b. It is basedon empirica! research, rather than the expert's sub

jective belief or unsupported speculation; 
c. The theory or methad applied by the expert has been subjected 

to peer review after as well as befare publication; 
d. The methods used are valid enough for the court to base its 

decision upon; 
e. The expert provides an accurate account of the discussion in the 

scientific community concerning the concepts or techniques 
being employed.19 

Psychologists who adhere to such guidelines would almast certainly 
be doing courts more good and less harm. These, and perhaps other, 
guidelines are urgently needed in the Netherlands and the United States 
and probably also in other countries. Perhaps developing such guidelines, 
and finding ways to promo te and enforce them, is a fine task for tl1e flour
ishing European Association for Psychology and Law in collaboration 
with the American Psychology-Law Association. 

19 The reader will recognize some standards set by the United States Supreme Court in 
Daubert. 
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